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A Long-Step Barrier Method for Convex Quadratic 
Programming 

K. M. Anstreicher, 1 D. den Hertog, 2 C. Roos, z and T. Terlaky 2'a 

Abstract. In this paper we propose a long-step logarithmic barrier function method for convex 
quadratic programming with linear equality constraints. After a reduction of the barrier parameter, a 
series of long steps along projected Newton directions are taken until the iterate is in the vicinity of 
the center associated with the current value of the barrier parameter. We prove that the total number 
of iterations is O(x/nL ) or O(nL), depending on how the barrier parameter is updated. 

Key Words. Convex quadratic programming, Interior-point method, Logarithmic barrier function, 
Polynomial algorithm. 

1. Introduction. Karmarkar 's  [14] invention of the projective method for linear 
programming (LP) has given rise to active research in interior-point algorithms. 
At this moment, the variants can be roughly categorized into four classes: 
projective, affine scaling, path-following, and potential reduction methods. 

Researchers have also extended interior-point methods to other problems, 
including convexquadra t ic  programming (QP). Kapoor  and Vaidya [12], [13] 
and Ye and Tse [31] extended Karmarkar 's  projective method for QP. They 
proved that their method requires O(nL) iterations, where L is the size of the 
problem. Dikin [5] had already proved convergence for the affine scaling method 
applied to QP. Ye [29] further analysed this method. 

Monteiro and Adler [21] developed a primal-dual small-step path-following 
method for QP. Ye [28], Ben Daya and Shetty [1], and Goldfarb and Liu [8] 
proposed small-step logarithmic barrier methods for QP. All these methods require 

O(x//nL) iterations. Renegar and Shub [26] simplified and unified the complexity 
analysis for these methods. Monteiro et al. [22] proposed a small-step path- 
following method for QP  in which only the primal-dual affine scaling direction 
is used. 

Nesterov and Nemirovsky [24] proposed small-step barrier methods for smooth 
convex programming problems. In Chapter 5 of their monograph they also work 
out long-step barrier methods for convex quadratic programming problems with 
linear inequality constraints. Jarre [10], [11] and Mehrotra and Sun [18], [19] 
analysed a small-step path-following method for quadratically constrained QP 
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and smooth convex problems, based on Huard's method of centers. Den Hertog 
et al. [2] extended this method to a long-step method. In [3] they also proposed 
a long-step method for smooth convex problems, based on the logarithmic 
barrier-function approach. 

It is well known that QP can be formulated as a Linear Complementarity 
Problem (LCP). So, methods for solving LCPs are indirect methods for QP. 
However, the transformation from QP to LCP may make these methods inefficient 
for QP, due to the increase in the size of the matrices involved. Many interior-point 
methods for solving LCP have appeared in the literature, e.g., [16], [17], [20], 
and [30]. Kojima et al. [15] gave a unified approach for interior-point methods 
for LCP. 

In this paper we propose a lon#-step logarithmic barrier method for QP with 
linear equality constraints. Our method is an extension of Den Hertog et al.'s [4] 
long-step barrier method for linear programming. The structure of the algorithm, 
and its analysis, are similar to that of [4]. Steps along projected Newton directions 
are taken, until the iterate is sufficiently close to the current center. After that, the 
barrier parameter is reduced and the process is repeated. The main difference with 
[4] is that three different proximity criteria, which are all equal in the LP case, 
are required in the analysis. Two of these criteria are directly based on the Newton 
step, while the third is the QP extension of a measure developed for LP by Roos 
and Vial [27]. Through careful use of these criteria we show that in a certain 
neighborhood of a center the Newton process for the barrier function quadratically 
converges. Our final result is that the total number of iterations is O(x//nL) or 
O(nL), depending on how the barrier parameter is updated. 

The method developed here is also related to the long-step algorithms in [2] 
and [3], but there are several substantial differences. The first is that [2] and [3], 
which apply to more general convex programming problems, have no quadratic 
convergence result. Using the quadratic convergence result proved here, we are 
able to give an analysis which is both sharper and much simpler than that of [2] 
and [3]. In addition, to apply the algorithms of [2] or [3] to the QP problem 
considered here requires an awkward transformation which makes the objective 
function linear, while adding a nonlinear constraint. Our analysis in this paper 
deals directly with the original, quadratic objective. Finally, it may be noted that 
the latter papers deal with inequality constraints, and consequently require 
additional transformations to handle the equality constraints of our problem. The 
biggest difference between our paper and [24], which develops a long-step 
algorithm for inequality constrained QP, is that our iteration bound is much 
better than the one obtained by Nesterov and Nemirovsky [24]. (They obtained 
an O(n4L In n) iteration bound for the long-step method, while we have an O(nL) 
bound.) Moreover, our analysis is substantially simpler. Our quadratic con- 
vergence result is also somewhat sharper than the quadratic convergence result 
in [24]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove some properties of the 
central path. In Section 3 proximity criteria are introduced, and some properties 
of nearly centered points are proved. The quadratic convergence property is shown 
to be highly expedient for proving other important bounds. In Section 4 we 
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describe our algorithm, and in Section 5 we  derive an upper bound for the total 
number of iterations. Finally, in Section 6 we end up with some remarks. 

NOTATION. As far as notations are concerned, e denotes the vector of all ones 
and I the identity matrix. Given an n-dimensional vector x we denote by X the 
n x n diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the coordinates x~ of x; x T is 
the transpose of the vector x and the same notation holds for matrices. Finally, 
Ilxl[ denotes the 12 n o r m  of x. 

2. Properties of the Central Path. We consider the convex quadratic pro- 
gramming problem in the following standard form: 

fmin  q(x) = crx  + �89 

(QP) ~ ( A x  = b, x > O. 

Here Q is a symmetric, positive semidefinite n x n matrix, A is an m x n matrix, 
and b and c are m- and n-dimensional vectors, respectively; the n-dimensional 
vector x is the variable in which the minimization is done. The dual formulation 
to (QP) is 

f max d(x, y) = bTy -- �89 

(QD) ~ ( A T y  -- Qx  + s c, s >_ O, 

where y is an m-dimensional vector. 
It is well known that, for all x and y that are feasible for (QP) and (QD), we have 

d(x, y) <_ z* <_ q(x), 

where z* denotes the optimal objective value for (QP). Optimality ho lds  if and 
only if the complementary slackness relation xTs = 0 is satisfied. 

Without loss of generality we assume that all the coefficients are integer. We 
denote by L the length of the input data of(QP). We make the standard assumption 
that the feasible set of (QP) is bounded and has a nonempty relative interior. In 
order to simplify the analysis we also assume that A has full rank, though this 
assumption is not essential. 

We consider the logarithmic barrier function 

(1) f ( x ,  12).- cTx + �89 ~ In x~, 
12 j=l 

where # is a positive parameter. The first- and second-order derivatives of f are 

c + Q x  
Vf(x, 12) - - -  X -  1r 

P 

1 
V2f  (x, 12) = - Q + X - 2 .  

12 
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Consequently, f is strictly convex on the relative interior of the feasible set. I t  also 
takes infinite values on the boundary of the feasible set. Thus it achieves a 
minimum value at a unique point. The necessary and sufficient first-order optimal- 
ity conditions for this point are 

(2) ATy -- Qx + s = c, s >_ 0, 

(3) A x  = b, x > O, 

(4) X s  = #e, 

where y and s are m- and n-dimensional vectors, respectively. 
Let us denote the unique solution of this system by (x(#), Y(/0, s(p)). Then the 

primal and dual central path is defined as the solution set x(#) and y(#), 
respectively, for ~t > 0. It is easy  to see that the duality gap in (x(#), y(#), s(#)) 
satisfies 

(5) x(#)Vs(#) = n#.  

It is well known that x(#) and Y(/0 are continuous and differentiable. Hence, if 
/~ ~ 0, then x(#) and (x(p), y(#)) will converge to optimal primal and dual solutions, 
respectively. 

The following lemma states that the primal objective decreases along the primal 
path and the dual objective increases along the dual path. The first part is a 
classical result of Fiacco and McCormick I-6-]. The second part also follows from 
this result, since (x(#), y(#)) is the minimizer of the (convex) dual logarithmic barrier 
function. Our proof is completely different from the classical one. 

LEMMA 1. The objective q(x(#)) o f  the primal problem (QP) is monotonically 
decreasing and the objective d(x(/0, y(#)) of  the dual problem (QD) is monotonically 

increasing if  # decreases. 

PROOF. To prove the first part of the lemma it suffices to show that 

(6) q(x(l~))' = cTx  ' + x r Q x  ' > O, 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to/~. Using that x(~) and y(#) 
satisfy (2)-(4) and taking derivatives with respect to ~t we obtain 

(7), ATy ' -- Qx' + s' = O, 

(8) Ax '  = 0, 

(9) Xs '  + Sx'  = e. 
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Now, using (2) and (8), we have 

cTx  ' = (S --  Q x  + ATy)Tx '  = sTx ' - -  x T Q x  '. 

Using (9), (4), (7), and (8), respectively, this results into 

cTx  ' + x T Q x  ' = sTx  ' = e T S x  ' = (Sx '  + X s ' ) T S x  ' 

= (X')TS2x ' + ~(x')Ts ' 

= (x ' )TS2x  ' + ~ ( x ' ) T Q x  ' >_ O. 

Thus, the first part of the lemma follows because of (6). 
To prove the second part of the lemma it suffices to show that 

(10) d(x(#),  y(p))'  = b r y  ' -  (x ' )TQx <_ O. 

Multiplying (9) by A S - 1  we obtain 

A S - 1 X s '  + A x '  = A S - l e ,  

which reduces to A X Z s  ' = b. Now, taking the inner product with y' results into 

bTy ' = (ATy')T X Z s  ' 

= ( x ' ) T Q X 2 s  ' - -  (s ' )TX2s '  

" ( x ' ) T Q X ( e  --  Sx ' )  - -  ( s ' )TX2s  '. 

Consequently, we have 

bTy ' --  ( x ' )TQx  --= - - # ( x ' ) T Q x  ' - -  ( s ' )TX2s"  <_ O. 

Together with (10), this proves the second part of the lemma. [] 

3. Properties Near the Central Path. To measure the distance to the central path 
of noncentered points, we introduce three measures. The first is analogous to Roos 
and Vial's [27] appealing measure for linear programming: 

(11, eli 
Loosely speaking, 6(x,  I~) measures the deviation from optimality condition 
(4). The unique solution of the minimization problem in the definition of 
~5(x, #) is denoted by y(x ,  i ~) and the corresponding slack variable by s(x,  ~)  (i.e., 
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S(X, #) = c + Qx  - ATy(x,  #)). It can be easily verified that 

x = x @  ~ ~(x, ~) = o ~ y(x,  ~) = y @ .  

In the sequel of this paper we will deal with the scaled version of (QP): 

Smin r = ~T92 ..~ �89 
(QP) 

A92 = b, 92>0, 

where 1 / =  A X ,  ~ = Xc ,  Q = X Q X ,  and x is the current iterate. Hence, a step 
starting at e in (QP) corresponds to a step starting at x in (QP). The scaled versions 
of Vf (x ,  ~) and V2f(x ,  I0 are denoted by g = g(x, #) and H = H(x ,  #), respectively. 
So 

O - - -  e 
# 

and 

H Q+I. 

In the algorithm, described in the following section, we do steps along projected 
Newton directions to minimize f for fixed g, i.e., the directions correspond to 
exact minimization of the quadratic approximation to f on the affine space 
A x  = b. This means that the Newton direction is determined by 

(12) g + H p  = ATy~, .4p = O. 

Gill et al. [7] give two alternative (equivalent) forms for this direction: 

�9 The range-space form 

(13) p(x, It) = - H -  !(I - AT(-4H- I~T)- I ~ H -  1)9 . 

�9 The null-space form 

(14) p(x, p) = -- z ( Z T  H Z )  - 1ZT g, 

where Z is an n x (n - m) matrix, with independent columns, such that .4Z = 0, 
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The second and third measures for the distance to the central path are lip(x, It)ll 
and lip(x, It)ll~tx,.~, where the latter is defined by 

lip(x, It)ll~<x,~) = p(x, /0rB(x ,  It)p(x, It). 

We note that because H(x, It) is positive definite, II'llmx.~) defines a norm. 
In the remainder of the paper we sometimes write 6 and p instead of 6(x, It) and 

p(x, It) for brevity. We remark that although all of the three measures are used in 
the analysis, only Ilplln is used in the algorithm. 

We work with the null-space form for p, because it facilitates the analysis so 
much. In the analysis we also assume that z T z  = I, hence Z is orthonormal. In 
this case we have the following well-known properties: 

PROPERTY 1. Z Z  T is the projection onto the null-space of .4. 

PROPERTY 2. [IZ2ll = tl21t for any 2. 

PROPERTY 3. IIZTxll --< IIxll for any x, with equality ifx is in the null-space of A. 

The following lemma shows that there is a close relationship between the three 
measures. 

LEMMA 2. For given x and It, Ilpll 2 < ]lpll 2 = _pTg  <_ 62. 

PROOF. Using the null-space form (14) it follows that ZZTg  = - - Z Z T H Z Z T p .  
Property 1 and the fact that .4p = 0 imply ZZTp  = p. Consequently, we may 
write 

_pTg  = _ p T Z Z T g  = (ZZTp)TIIZZTp = pTHp = pT I + -- p >_ tlpll 2. 
It 

So, it remains to prove the last inequality of the lemma. Using the definition of p 
it follows that 

_ gTp = gT Z I + -- Z T O Z  ZTg 
It 

- IIZTg[12 I + -- Z T O z  
# 

_ IImTgfl 2, 

where the last inequality follows because the eigenvalues of (I + (1/,u)ZTQZ)- 1 are 
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all positive and less than or equal to 1. Moreover, 

ZTg = Z T (  --c+ Qe e 

= Zr(_~ + (~e~t_-- .~ry e) 
where the last equality holds for any y, because .4Z = 0. Putting y equal to y(x, It), 
it follows from Property 3 that IIZ~gll _< ~. Hence it follows that _gXp  < 62. This 
proves the lemma. []  

Now we prove some fundamental lemmas for nearly centered points. The 
following lemma shows quadratic convergence in the vicinity of the central path 
for all three measures. 

LEMMA 3. I f  lip(x, It)l[ < 1, then x* = x + Xp(x ,  #) is a strictly feasible point for  
(QP). Moreover, 

lip(x*, It)[I ~ lip(x*, It)ll~tx*,~) ~ ~(x*, It) < lip(x,/~)112 < lip(x, 2 - - I t ) [ l H t x , ~ )  < 6(X, It)2. 

PROOF. It is easy to see that Ax* = b. Moreover, x * =  X(e + p ) >  0, because 
Ilpll < 1. This proves the first part of the lemma. 

Using the definition of 6(x*, It) we have 

(15) 6(x*, It) = min X(I~P,+ (c + QX(e + p) - A'ry) - e 
y It 

min I + P ( p + Q ( e + p )  A--ry) e . 
y It 

Now using y = #)  in (15), where ) is defined by (12), it follows that 

•(x*, It) < [1(I + e ) ( e  - p )  - ell = Ilepll < Ilpll 2- 

This proves the middle inequality of the lemma. The rest follows immediately from 
Lemma 2. []  

Note that a somewhat weaker quadratic convergence result is obtained in 124]. 
To be more precise, they obtain in a completely different analysis the following 
result: 

Ilpll~ 
lip(x*, It)llHt~,.~ < 

- 1 - I I p l I H "  

From this result we have that convergence only occurs if IIPlIH < �89 
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LEMMA 4. I f  Ilplln < 1, then 

f (x ,  # ) - f ( x ( # ) ,  #)<_ - -  
Ilpl[~, 

1 --[Ipl] 2" 

PROOF. The  barrier  function f is convex for fixed #, whence 

(16) f (x ,  #) - f ( x  + Xp, I~) < _gTp = ilpll 2, 

where the equali ty follows from Lemma  2. N o w  let x ~ := x and let x ~ x 1, x 2 . . . .  
denote  the sequence of points obta ined by repeating Newton  steps, starting at x ~ 
Then  we may  write, using L e m m a  3, 

f (x ,  #) -- f(x(#), it) = ~ ( f (x  ~, it) -- f ( x  ~+ 1, #)) < ~ ]tpll~+, < IIPlI~ 
i=o i=o - 1 --IlPll 2' [] 

[q(x) -- q(x(/.t))[ ~ IIPIIR(1 + IIPlIH) #on. 
1 -IIpIIH 

PROOF. Since q(x) is convex, we have 

(17) Vq(x)TXp < q(x + Xp) -- q(x) < Vq(x + Xp)TXp. 

For  the left-hand side expression we can derive the following lower bound,  using 
that  Vq(x) = c + Qx = # X - I g  + # X - l e :  

(18) Vq(x)TXp = #gTp + l~erp > _/~llPl[2 _ ~llplluv/~ > _ IIPlIH(1 + Ilpllu)#x/~, 

where the first inequality follows from Lemma 2. Now, using (12), we derive an 
upper  bound  for the r ight-hand side expression in (17): 

(19) Vq(x + Xp)rXp = ~Tp + pT~.(e + p) = ~Tp + pT(#Xry + #e -- ~ -- #p) 

= I~eTp --/~[Ipl[ 2 < #eTp < #]IpIIRx/~. 

Consequently,  substi tut ion of  (18) and (19) into (17) yields 

Iq(x) - q(x + Xp)I < IIP[I~(1 + IlPllx)/~v/~. 

The remainder  of the p roof  follows by considering a sequence of Newton  steps 
initiated at x ~ .= x, as in the p roof  of Lemma 4. [ ]  

LEMMA 5. I f  ][Pl]x < 1, then 
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4. The Algorithm. In our long-step algorithm a linesearch along the Newton 
direction is done until the iterate is sufficiently close to the current center. After 
that, the barrier parameter is reduced, and the process starts again. 

In the next section we show that a linesearch along the Newton direction reduces 
t h e  barrier function value by a constant if Ilplln > �89 This enables us to derive an 
upper bound for the number of steps between reductions of/~. 

If IIPIIH < �89 we can give bounds on f ( x ,  l t ) -  f (x (#) ,#) ,  Iq(x)-  q(x(#))[ and 
cXx - z* by Lemmas 4 and 5. 

Algorithm 
Input: 
/to is the initial barrier value, #o < 2~ 
t is an accuracy parameter, t = O(L); 
0 is the reduction parameter, 0 < 0 < 1; 
x ~ is a given interior feasible point such that IIp(x ~ #o)lla~xO, uo) < �89 

begin 
x :=  Xo; # :=  #o; 
while # > 2 -t do 
begin (outer step) 

while IIPIlH > �89 do 
begin (inner step) 

~:= arg min~>6{f(x + ~xXp, #): x + ~Xp  > 0} 
x := x + ~Xp  

end (inner step) 
# := (1 - 0)#; 

end (outer step) 
end. 

For finding the initial point that satisfies the input assumptions of the algorithm 
we refer the reader to, e.g., [28]. Later the centering assumption 

IIp(x ~ ~ �89 

is relaxed. 

5. Convergence Analysis of the Algorithm, In this section we derive upper bounds 
for the total number of outer and inner iterations. 

THEOREM 1. After at most K = O(L/O) outer iterations, the algorithm ends up with 
a primal solution such that q(x) - z* <<_ 2 -~ 

PROOF. This is an easy consequence of (5) and Lemma 4. [] 
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We note, that this final primal solution can be rounded to an optimal solution 
for (QP) in O(n 3) arithmetic operations. (See, e.g., [25].) 

The following lemma is needed to derive an upper bound for the number of 
inner iterations in each outer iteration. It states that a sufficient decrease in the 
value of the barrier function can be obtained by taking a step along the Newton 
direction. The same result is also obtained in 1"24] in a much more complicated 
way. 

LEMMA 6. Let 2:= (1 + IlPlJn) -x. Then 

Af := f ( x ,  t~) - f ( x  + ~Xp, I~) > IIPlIH - In(1 + IIPlIH), 

PROOF. We write down the MacLaurin series f o r f  with respect to ~: 

f ( x  + ctXp, 1~) = f(x, p) + egTp + �89 + ~ tk, 
k=3 

where t k denotes the k-order term in the MacLaurin series. Since 

we find, by using Lemma 2, 

(-~)~ ~_, 
tk -- k P~' 

i=1 

~kk o~k( )k]20~k ~k 
It~l -< ~- ~ Ipil k -< ~- L IP#  < -~ [Ipll k -< ~- Ilpll~. 

i= l  i=1 

Using Lemma 2, we have, for the linear and quadratic term in the MacLaurin 
series, 

So we find 

Hence 

(20) 

~pT9 + �89 = (�89 _ ct)llPl[~. 

~k 

f ( x  + ctXp, I~) 5 f ( x ,  I~) + (�89 _ ~)rlpll~ + ~ ~ IIp/I k 
k=3 

= f ( x ,  #) - ~[[pi[ 2 - In(1 - ctljP[ln ) - ~JlP[lu. 

Af ~ ce(l[ptl 2 + IIpJlu) + ln(1 - cellpllu). 
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The right-hand side is maximal if ct = ~ = (1 + Ilplln)- 1. Substitution of this value 
finally gives 

AT > I lPlln-  ln(1 + Ilplln)- 

This proves the lemma. 

THEOREM 2. Each outer iteration requires at most 

110 (On + 3x/~ ) + 
1 - - 0  

inner iterations. 

[]  

PROOF. This proof is a generalization of Gonzaga's [91 proof for the linear case. 
Let us consider the (k + 1)st outer iteration. The starting point is then (x k, Pk), 
with IIp(x k, ~k-1)llutxk,~,_,) < �89 Let N denote the number of inner iterations. For 
each inner iteration we know, according to Lemma 6, that the decrease in the 
potential function value is at least 

A f > � 8 9 1 8 9  

Following the N inner iterations, we have X k + 1 with Hp(x k+ 1, iZk)Hntxk+,, Uk) < 4" So 
we have 

f (xk+ 1, #k) <-- f (  xk, #k) -- 1-~N. 

A N  < f ( x  k, ~k) -- f (  xk+ 1, ].lk). 

Equivalently, 

(21) 

Now we derive an upper bound for the right-hand side. The definition of f ( x ,  #), 
x > 0, implies that 

q(x) q(x) 

~k #k-1 
f ( x ,  Irk) = f ( x ,  #k-1) + - -  

(1 1) 
= f ( x ,  I~k-1) + q(x) 1 0 

#k-  1 - -  

o q(x) 
= f ( x ,  ILk-1) + 

1 - - O l ~ k - 1  
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Using this we obtain 
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(22) 

f (  xk, #k) -- f ( X  k+ 1, #k) = f (  xk, Irk- 1) -- f (  xk+ 1, ~k-  1) + - -  
0 1 

1 - Ol~k-1  
(q(x k) _ q(x k + 1)). 

Because x k and x k + ~ are approximately centered with respect to X(# k_ 1) and x(l~k), 
respectively, using Lemma 5 for the first and Lemma 1 for the second inequality 
we find 

q(xk) - -  q( xk + ') <-- q(x(#k-1)) + ~#k- lX /~  -- q(X(pk)) + ~lakX//~ 

= q(x(/ak-1)) -- q(x(#k)) + ~(2 -- 0)# k_ ~X/~ 

< (q(X(#k- l)) -- d(X(#k_ 1), Y(#k- 1))) 

-- (q(X(~k)) -- d(X~k), Y(#k))) + 3#k-  i x / n  

= f l k _ l n  - -  # k  n --[- 3#k_ 1X//n 

= I~k- l (On + 3x/n). 

Secondly, using Lemma 4 (with IIPlIH = �89 and the fact that X ~ k - 1 )  minimizes 
f (X (#k -  1), #k -  O, we obtain 

f (  xk, ~k-  1) -- f (  xk+ 1, ~k -  1) = f (  xk, I~k- 1) -- f (X (#k -  1), #k -  1) 

+ f (X (#k -  O, # k - l )  -- f (  xk+ 1, gk -  1) 

< f (  xk, Irk- 1) -- f (X (#k -  1), Pk-  1) 

<-I. 

Hence, substitution of the last two inequalities into (22) yields 

f (  xk, #k) -- f (  xk + 1, #k) < - -  
0 

(On + 3x//n) + ]. 
1 - 0  

Substitution of this inequality into (21) yields the lemma. [] 

Combining Theorems 1 and 2, the total number of iterations turns out to be 
given by 

(23) 
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This makes clear that: 

�9 If we take 0 = f~(1/x//-n), then O(v/nL) iterations are needed. 
�9 If we take 0 = fl(1), then O(nL) iterations are needed. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

6.1. Computing the Newton Direction. Even though our analysis is based on the 
null-space form for the Newton direction, in practice either the null-space or 
the row-space form can be used. It is obvious that the null-space form is more 
efficient when the number of linear constraints is relatively large compared with 
the number of variables. The row-space form is efficient when the number of linear 
constraints is small compared with the number of variables. 

In our analysis we assumed that Z is orthonormal. However, the search direction 
does not change if Z is any basis for the nullspace of A. So, in practice we do not 
have to do all the work to find an orthonormal Z on each iteration. For  example, 
if a Z is found such that A Z  = 0, then Z = X -  1Z satisfies A X Z  = 0. We refer the 
reader to I-7] for the numerical aspects. 

6.2. Obtaining Dual Feasible Solutions. At the end of each sequence of inner 
iterations we have a primal feasible x such that IIptln < 1. The following lemma 
shows that a dual feasible solution can be obtained by performing an additional 
full Newton step, and projection. 

LEMMA 7. Let x* = x + Xp(x,  #). I f  lip(x, ~)ll~tx,~) ~ 1, then 6:=  6(x*, #) < 1 and 
y := y(x*, #) is dual feasible. Moreover, the duality gap satisfies 

#(n -- 5x//n) < q(x*) -- d(x*, y) <_ #(n + 6x//n): 

PROOF. By Lemma 3 we have 6(x*, #) < lip(x, ~)ll2tx,~) ~ 1. By the definition of 
s(x, #) = c + Qx - AXy(x, #) we have 

6(x*, #) = X*s(x*,  #) e < 1 .  
# 

This implies s(x*, #) > 0, so y(x*, #) is dual feasible. Moreover, 

Consequently, using that (x*)Ts(x *, #) = q(x*) -- d(x*, y), 

#(n -- 6x/~) < q(x*) -- d(x*, y) <_ #(n + 6x /~  ). [] 
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6.3. Small-Step Path-Followin9 Methods. Small-step path-following methods 
start at a nearly centered iterate and after the parameter is reduced by a small 
factor, a unit Newton step is taken. The reduction parameter is sufficiently small, 
such that the new iterate is again nearly centered with respect to the new center. 
Small-step barrier methods for convex quadratic programming have been given 
by Ye [28], Goldfarb and Liu [8], and Ben Daya and Shetty [1]. The following 
lemma shows that if 0 is small, then we obtain such a small-step path-following 
method. 

LEMMA 8. Let x* .'= x + Xp(x, 12) and 12" .'= (1 - 0)12, where 0 = 1/10x/~. I f  
6(x, 12) <_ �89 then 6(x*, 12") < �89 

PROOF. Due to the definition of our measure we have 

6(X, 12")= Xs(x, 2. e [ 

Xs(x, 12) e 

----- 12, 

=l  1_~1 o ( X s ~  '12) e ) + ( - 1  1 0  1)e 

1 Ox/~ )  < - -  (6(x, 12) + 
- 1 - o  

1 
< - - -  (�89 + ~o) 
- 1 - ~ o  

2 

Now we can apply the quadratic convergence result (Lemma 3) 

6(x*, 12") _< 6(x, 12")~ _< ~- < �89 [] 

6.4. Relaxin 9 the Initial Centerin O Condition. The initial centering condition 
]lp(x ~ 12o)11mx0,~0) < �89 can be relaxed to 

f (  x~ #o) -- f(X(po), #o) < O(x//~L) 

if 0 = fl(1/x/~ ) is used, and to 

f (  x~ 12o) - f(x(po), I*o) <- O(nL) 

if 0 = f](1) is used. This holds because of Lemma 6. For the last case the assumption 
o > 2-z  for all j. This can be easily verified. is equivalent with the assumption xj _ 
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Since X(#o) is primal feasible, it can be written as a convex combination of basic 
feasible solutions. The coordinates x~ of each basic feasible solution satisfy xj _< 2 L. 
Moreover, q(x ~ - q(x(#o)) < 2 ~ Therefore 

f (x  ~ t-to) -- f(x(#o), #o) = 
q(x ~ q(X(po)) 

-- ~'~ In x j~ + ~ In xj(/to) < O(nL). 
__n 

#o j=1 j=1 

6.5. Results for the LP Case. It is worthwhile to look at the results for the LP 
case, for which Q = 0. In this case the projected Newton direction (14) reduces to 
p = ,ZZT9,  which coincides with the scaled projected gradient direction. It is 
easy to verify that the three measures Ilpll, IIplIH, and 6 are exactly the same (i.e., 
in Lemma 2 equalities hold instead of inequalities). Hence, the resulting algorithm 
and results are the same as in [4]. 

6.6. Barrier Methods for LCP. It is well known (see, e.g., [23]) that the Linear 
Complementarity Problem (LCP) 

y = M x + q ,  x , y>O,  
(LCP) xTy O, 

is completely equivalent to the following quadratic programming problem: 

'min xTy 
(QP) [ y = M x + q ,  x,y>_O. 

If M is positive semidefinite, then this problem is equivalent tO a convex quadratic 
programming problem, since xTy = �89 + qTx, where Q = M + M T. Conse- 
quently, the algorithm proposed in this paper can also be applied to positive 
semidefinite LCPs. 

6. 7. Comparison with Nesterov and Nemirovsky's Results. In Chapter 5 of their 
monograph [24], Nesterov and Nemirovsky analysed long-step barrier methods 
for QP with linear inequality constraints. Their analysis is totally different from 
ours: it is not based on Changes in the barrier-function value, for example. On the 
one hand their analySis is more general, but on the other hand it is also very 
complicated. From their analysis it can be extracted that the total number of 
iterations is at most O((1/0 + n4OT)L In n). Note that the iteration bound (23) is 
better than this one. Our bound is much better if we deal with real long-step 
algorithms (i.e., 0 is large). For example: 

�9 If we take 0 = f~(1/x/~), then Nesterov and Nemirovsky require O(x//nL In n) 

iterations. The difference with our O(x/~L) iteration bound is not so significant 
in this case. 

�9 If we take 0 = f~(1), then Nesterov and Nemirovsky require O(n4L In n) itera- 
tions. This bound is much worse than our O(nL) iteration bound. 
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